
ClearScale has deep expertise with Rackspace to AWS Migrations

For the many Rackspace customers who have a business need to migrate to Amazon Web Services (AWS), making the switch can seem 

Rackspace to AWS.

With our ClearScale Managed Services offering, we can also manage the cloud infrastructure on your behalf. We offer monitoring, 

support and pay less than Rackspace alone.

its ecommerce website to 10x current traffic. The company was using Rackspace Dedicated Servers. In order to meet the 

confident that Rackspace Cloud would meet their needs. The company chose to move its e-commerce infrastructure to 

MySQL servers were replaced by RDS to simplify management and cut costs. The single-point-of-failure NFS server was 
replaced with ultra durable Amazon S3 and linked up to CloudFront CDN for ultra fast delivery.  A secondary AWS Region 

Rackspace to AWS Case Studies

using Rackspace RackConnect, Cloud, and Dedicated Servers. The company was having stability issues with Rackspace. 
Autoscaling was not performing, and the customer was overpaying for unused dedicated servers and cloud.

simplify its architecture. The physical MySQL servers were replaced with high performance RDS instances using 

RackConnect and the physical firewall were no longer needed because Amazon VPC handled all networking requirements. 

the customer can scale to accommodate huge spikes when popular new content is released.
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A company was using Rackspace Cloud to host its SaaS payroll application. They were experiencing fast growth and 
needed to scale. The company was also experiencing higher than normal downtime on Rackspace. ClearScale helped 
provide a more highly available and scalable architecture for the company. The customer did not have load balancing 
and autoscaling in place. This was addressed by using Elastic Load Balancing, CloudFormation, and Chef for 
automation. 

Furthermore, the customer had been running the application on the same server as the database, so ClearScale split it 
up into separate tiers and replaced MySQL with RDS. Amazon VPC and IAM were used to address the customer 
compliance requirements. The company’s previous manual application deployment process was improved by using 
Jenkins, Chef, and Git to establish a deployment and continuous integration system. With the customer’s autoscaling 
and automation requirements addressed by AWS, the customer was able to reduce costs by 35%.

Founded in 2011, ClearScale has successfully completed cloud projects 
for more than 850 clients across all industries. Our core competency is 
delivering custom cloud solutions and services for clients that have 
limited cloud experience on staff or need additional resources. 

As an AWS Premier Consulting Partner with ten AWS Competencies, we 
can leverage the best cloud technologies available to provide you a 
solution that is unique to your project requirements. Whether this is your 
first project in the cloud or one of many, ClearScale has the extensive 
expertise to handle your most complex requirements.

To learn more about migrating your applications and infrastructure from 
Rackspace to AWS, contact ClearScale.

One Market St., Spear Tower, Suite 3600, San Francisco, CA 94105

800-591-0442 sales@clearscale.com www.clearscale.com
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